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Why monitor 
grouse moors?
Grouse shooting moors are puGrouse shooting moors are purged 
of native wildlife and managed in 
environmentally-damaging ways 
to provide large numbers of game 
birds for shooting parties. Wild 
animals are targeted by 
gamekeepers using barbaric and 
crcruel means of both a legal and 
illegal kind. This practical guide 
to moorland monitoring is 
intended for everyone, from 
novices to regular visitors to the 
uplands, who wish to help protect 
native wildlife from the grouse 
shooting industshooting industry.

Snares
Located: Woodlands, cloughs and 
moorland fringes.

Peak times: Baiting of snare sites 
(January), Snaring (Year round, 
increases February - July).

Snares are metal wire-nooses set by 
gamekeepers to target foxes. These 
contraptions cause extreme levels 
of suffering, with injuries including 
wounding, tissue swelling, muscle 
haemorrhaging, fluid on the lungs 
resulting in breathing difficulties, 
considerable distress and econsiderable distress and even 
death. Other animals are at risk too, 
such as badgers, mountain hare, 
lambs and even pet cats and dogs.

The contraptions are set on the 
open moorland in cloughs, runs cut 
into vegetation such as bilberry or 
bracken on the moorland fringe or 
in woodland in corrals made with 
forest debris. Sometimes they will 
be surrounding ‘stink pits’ (see 
‘stink pits’ section).‘stink pits’ section).

Illegal: 
Self-locking

Illegal: Dual
purpose as
self-locking

Dual purpose
as free-running

Free-running

Snaring sites are pre-baited with 
chicken, pheasant or rabbit 
carcasses, offal, corn or peanuts to 
draw natural predators into the 
area. The contraptions are then set 
at peak times during late-winter to 
mid-summer.

TTo be legally-compliant snares must 
be checked every 24 hours and not 
be set on badger paths or attached 
to fence-lines. If you find an animal 
in a snare, look for formation of 
larvae on the body - this shows the 
animal has been there longer than 
is leis legal. 

Self-locking snares (snares which 
do not slacken, have a single 
ratchet, or lack a break loop or 
stopper) and snares attached to 
‘drag poles’ are completely 
outlawed. 
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Stink pits
Located: Woodland and open 
moorland.

Peak times: Year-round, although 
most active from January - July.

‘‘Stink pits’ are heaps of rotting 
animal carcasses placed by 
gamekeepers to draw wild-animals 
into a surrounding ring of snares. 
Sometimes the decomposing 
carcasses - which can include foxes, 
pheasants, rabbits, corvids and 
other animals - are contained in other animals - are contained in 
bins, buckets or caged containers. It 
is illegal for a gamekeeper to use 
livestock (for example sheep, cattle, 
pig, chicken or turkey) or fish 
carcasses on a stink pit.

These macabre set-ups are normally 
located within fenced-off pens on 
open moorland, with openings cut in 
the fenceline, or within corrals 
constructed from woodland debris 
inside plantations. As the name 
suggests, the putrid smell emitted 
by ‘stink pits’ means they can oby ‘stink pits’ means they can often 
be detected from afar.

 

Fenn traps
Located: Over watercourses, 
ditches, dry-stone walls or along 
boundary points.

Peak times: Year-round, but most 
active January - July.

FFenn traps are jaw-like contraptions 
set by gamekeepers in their 
hundreds - sometimes thousands - 
to kill stoats, weasels and other 
small mammals. Wildlife caught in 
the devices suffer broken bones and 
may take some time to die from 
their injuries. Other animals whitheir injuries. Other animals which 
are at risk of being caught include 
rare birds, hedgehogs, red squirrels, 
mountain hare, lambs and cats.

Wooden planks or poles placed over 
watercourses, ditches and gaps in 
drystone walls are the main 
locations where Fenn traps are set. 
However, wooden tunnels placed 
along boundaries or hidden in the 
sides of grouse butts are often also 
used to contain the contraptions - used to contain the contraptions - 
giving rise to the term ‘tunnel trap’.

Fenn traps are only legally 
-compliant when set inside a cage or 
wooden box in a way where 
non-target animals cannot be 
caught. If set out in the open or on 
top of a fence post the contraptions 
become illegal pole-traps targeting 
birds of prey (see ‘bird of prey birds of prey (see ‘bird of prey 
persecution’ section).

Fenn trap set across a
moorland stream

Predators drawn in
with rotting carcasses

Fenced-off stink pit
on open moorland
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Larsen and ladder 
traps 
Located: Woodland fringes, within 
woodlands, open moorland near 
woodland or farmland on the 
moorland fringe.

Peak times: March to July.

Larsen traps capture magpies, Larsen traps capture magpies, 
crows, jays and rooks in 
compartmentalised cages. They are 
often baited with eggs, rabbit 
carcasses, offal or a live ‘call bird’ 
which draws other corvids into the 
area through its distress call. Birds 
become caught when they become caught when they fall 
through a trapdoor. Standard 
practice for gamekeepers to kill 
caught birds is through a blow to 
the head or slamming the bird 
against the cage edge.

 

Larsen traps capture
birds near woodland

Ladder traps are large cages which 
operate on a similar principle.

Areas where Areas where gamekeepers will set 
the contraptions can often be found 
in advance of peak trapping times 
by simply watching out for corvids 
building nests in early spring. 
Ladder traps are also left out on the 
moorland year-round. During 
MarMarch to July both contraptions 
will be set on the woodland fringe or 
with woodland, open moorland near 
woodland or farmland on the 
moorland fringe.

To be legally compliant Larsen and 
ladder traps must contain water, 
food, a perch, shelter for the ‘decoy 
bird’ and be checked at least once 
every 24 hours. 

If there is aIf there is any risk of a bird of prey 
becoming caught - including if  
baited with a live pigeon or dove - 
then the contraptions are illegal. 
They are sometimes positioned 
close to the nests of peregrine 
falcons and other birds of prey, with 
the aim to prethe aim to prevent these birds from 
settling. It is illegal to resort to such 
tactics if such a site is actually 
occupied.

Ladder traps are larger
than Larsen traps
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Bird of prey 
persecution 
Located: Located: Pole traps (open 
moorland, drystone walls, within 
woodland, cloughs and quarries), 
Larsen or ladder traps baited with 
live pigeons (within woodland or 
woodland fringe), poisoned baits 
(open moorland or around nesting 
sites), free-shooting (within ransites), free-shooting (within range 
of roosts and hunting ranges).

Peak times: Year-round, but peaks 
during winter-roosting and breeding 
seasons (February - August).

All birds of prey are legally 
protected so it is an offence to 
disturb their nests or trap and kill 
them. 

Birds of prey are illeBirds of prey are illegally targeted 
by gamekeepers because they 
predate on and disturb red grouse. 
Hen harriers, red kites, peregrine 
falcons, buzzards and short-eared 
owls have all been the victims of 
persecution on grouse moors. Some 
of these species hof these species have become locally 
extinct in certain upland areas as a 
result.

Gamekeepers often shoot down 
birds of prey. They may flush the 
animals out on open moorland 
before taking aim or draw the birds 
in using a number of techniques. 
This can include playing the sounds 
of birds through a game caller, 
setting a decsetting a decoy bird of prey on a 
pole or making owl noises. 
Free-shooting takes place on open 
moorland, near roosts, within 
cloughs or the woodland fringe.

Pole-trapsPole-traps are posts with a spring 
trap on top to capture birds of prey 
by the legs. The animals are often 
left hanging upside down until they 
succumb to their injuries or a 
gamekeeper returns to kill them. 
These contraptions can often be 
found on open moorland, in cloughs found on open moorland, in cloughs 
and quarries, within woodland or 
set on dry-stone walls.

Cage-traps baited with live pigeons 
are used to catch birds of prey. To 
bait a trap with a live pigeon is an 
offence in itself. This activity takes 
place on the woodland fringe or 
within wooded areas - particularly 
close to bird of prey nesting sites. 

Cage-traps baited with 
pigeons entice raptors

Credit: North Yorkshire Police

Credit: RSPB

Pole-traps catch birds of
prey on open moorland

Credit: RPUK
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Poisoned baits which can include 
rabbit and pheasant carcasses laced 
with pesticides are laid out on open 
moorland, rocky cloughs or around 
nesting sites to kill birds of prey 
which consume them. If you find a 
suspected poisoned bait do not 
toutouch it.

Nests of birds of prey may be 
destroyed or disturbed. This can 
include vehicles being deliberately 
obnoxiously driven within close 
proximity to roosts or trees 
containing nests being repeatedly 
hit with sticks. Sometimes eggs are 
tratrampled, removed or killed-off 
using ice cubes.

Any of the above is a reportable 
offence and should be photographed 
before reporting to the police and
Ban Bloodsports on Yorkshire’s 
Moors.

Badger 
persecution
Located: Snares (moorland cloughs, 
woodland or badger highways), 
poison baits and cages (near badger 
setts).

Peak times: March to July.

BadBadgers are illegally targeted by 
gamekeepers because they consume 
grouse chicks and eggs. Snares may 
be deliberately set around moorland 
cloughs, woodland or on ‘badger 
highways’ to capture the animals, 
with sites often baited with peanuts 
or coor corn (see ‘snares’ section).

Poisoned baits made of sausages, 
eggs or potatoes laced in weed-killer 
or apples containing paracetamol 
may be left near setts. If you find a 
suspected poisoned bait do not 
touch it. 

Credit: South Yorkshire Badger GroupCredit: RSPB

Credit: North Yorkshire Police

Carcasses laced with
poison are left as bait

Poisoned sausages found
near moorland badger sett

Nests are disturbed to
drive out birds of prey
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Environmental 
Damage: 
Moorland Burning
Located: Across heather moorland.

Peak times: 1st October - 15 April 
(on warm, dry days).

GameGamekeepers set fire to large 
sections of the uplands to engineer 
optimal habitat for red grouse. The 
practice inflicts widespread 
environmental damage, including 
degrading vulnerable blanket bog, 
generating air and water pollution, 
and contributing to and contributing to flooding. It also 
results in specialist wildlife - such as 
hen harrier, dunlin and merlin - no 
longer being able to make the 
damaged moorland their home.

During the burn take photographs 
and film footage of the unfolding 
events. Make an accurate note of 
the date, time and location of the 
heather burning, including any 
nearby landmarks.

FFollowing the burn visit the site to 
examine the environmental impact. 
Check for dead sphagnum moss (a 
white skeleton of vegetation will be 
present), burning ‘down to the bone’ 
or over watercourses and gullies. 
Deep peat levels can be detected by 
pushing a cane into the pushing a cane into the ground and 
measuring the size of the dirt mark 
when removed.

Heather burnt
‘down to the bone’

Burning over streams
pollutes the water

Sphagnum moss
killed by burning

Smoke from burning can be
seen from many miles away
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What can I do to 
help?
When visiting a grouse shooting 
moor always be prepared to 
document wildlife persecution 
and environmental damage:

Camera:Camera: Take clear photographs 
and video footage of the wildlife 
persecution or burning site. Be sure 
to also capture a shot which 
includes landmarks or 
surroundings.

Co-ordinates:Co-ordinates: Record a description 
of the location, grid reference or 
GPS so the site can be easily located 
again. A GPS reading can be taken 
on an iPhone using the ‘Compass’ 
application - but a description of 
nearby landmarks can be just as 
good.good.

Calmness:Calmness: It can be daunting to 
encounter wildlife persecution or 
environmental damage, particularly 
if a live animal is suffering or 
moorland set on fire by 
gamekeepers in front of you. By 
staying calm and measured you can 
be sure to collect as mube sure to collect as much evidence 
as possible.

Remember! If you suspect a 
criminal offence is occuring 
telephone the police on 999 or 101 
in a non-emergency. 

Always report incidents 
(confidentially if prefered) to Ban 
Bloodsports on Yorkshire’s Moors: 
www.stoptheshoot.com/contact-us/

Prepared with the kind help of Moorland Monitors and the Hunt Investigation Team
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